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Nightkeepers
All she wants for Christmas… Everything schoolteacher Morgan Hill loves is in her
hometown of Temptation, Virginia—her twins, her students and the charming
community center where she's staging their holiday play. But now the building's
new owner, Grayson Taylor, is putting sexy visions into Morgan's head, making the
young widow long for a future even Santa couldn't deliver. As the oldest of
sextuplets, Gray grew up in the media spotlight. His family's fame once helped
Temptation thrive, but drove his parents apart. Coming back is just a bittersweet
necessity until he meets petite firecracker Morgan. Somehow she gets the
handsome tech guru to forget about big business in favor of small-town
delights…and steamy winter nights. It's a life he never knew he wanted, but can he
put his past aside to turn a festive fling into the sweetest forever?

Guarding His Body
Giving her body to Sebastian "Bas" Perry was inevitable, but sacrificing her heart
wasn't in the plan. Now, as they face a killer together she wonders just how far she
will go to be with this man. Sebastian "Bas" Perry is in too deep—with Priya and
with a rogue that's out for revenge, but this sexy shapeshifter will protect Priya
Drake from all paranormal terrorsby any means necessary in Shifter's Claim Part
III, from The Shadow Shifters series by A.C. Arthur.

Dark Wolf Rising
Ruthless dragon king Ladon Ormarr must keep his throne—and his people—safe
from the cruel High King at all costs. With war on the horizon, he’ll need a miracle
to protect his clan. Luckily, the fates have dropped the irresistible Skylar Amon
right into his lap. Or so he thought. Because the last thing this phoenix wants is
him. A phoenix mate is the ticket to securing his throne, but this fiery Amon sister
detests Ladon, doesn’t stick to protocols, and regularly offends his warriors and
advisers. Skylar also has no intention of sticking around, nor does she believe in
the whole destined-mates thing. But if it means taking out the High King who
murdered her parents, she'll put up with the too-sexy-for-her-sanity
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Ladontemporarily. Their mating bond may make them want to tear off their
clothes, but outside the bedroomwell, Ladon is positive the fates hate him. Just as
he starts to win over the mercurial phoenix, everything goes to hell when the High
King makes his final move. And Ladon will burn down the world to keep the mate
he is unwilling to live without. Each book in the Inferno Rising series is
STANDALONE: * The Rogue King * The Blood King

Rocked by Love
Half man, half animal, a Shadow Shifter must walk the line between predator and
prey, hunger and obsession—to capture the woman he loves A natural born hunter
proud of his birthright, Ezra Preston agrees to hide his identity and pretend to be
human—to learn what his enemies know of his kind. But even undercover, it's not
in his nature to play games with a woman. Especially when he discovers the
beautiful creature has been keeping secrets of her own This is no ordinary woman
he's stalking but an alluring and mysterious cat thief—with dangerous secrets of
her own Jewel Jenner has plotted and schemed for months, hiding her knowledge of
a top-secret operation to save her ailing father. Captivated by her passion, skill,
and courage, Ezra wants to help Jewel on her mission. But when he discovers how
far she's gone—sleeping with the enemy to steal a fortune in diamonds—he must
decide if he can trust this enthralling woman with his secretor trust his fiercest
instincts when he's near her, in Hunger's Mate by A.C. Arthur "The shifter universe
just got sexiersizzling!"—RT Book Reviews

Temptation in Shadows
Shadow Shifters: Damaged Hearts-a deeply emotional, unforgettable New Adult
paranormal romance series by A.C. Arthur about the men who are sworn to protect
the females-human or otherwise-from the savage fury of his own nature Taken in
by a shifter family after his parents' tragic deaths, Caleb Ramsey was thrust into a
world of training and loyalty, when his half-breed status should have sentenced
him to death. Desperate to escape a family that he can never truly belong to,
Caleb leaves at nineteen to find his place outside the Shifter warrior world. The
beautiful girl in the bar was not a part of his plan. Neither was finding out more
about the boyfriend she claims to have. He should have walked away, should have
continued on his own path. But when Caleb realizes the danger Zoe is in, all of his
warrior urges come roaring to life Zoe Fallon has always been a romantic idealist.
Losing herself in romance novels as a way to escape an abusive past, she is now
finally free to go out and find her own Prince Charming. So when a gorgeous man
literally sweeps her off her feet, she wonders if she may have found the guy of her
dreams. But things aren't always what they seem. The brooding customer who
seems to show up each time she's in need is an enigma, and yet she's drawn to
him in a way she's never experienced before. But he has his own secrets, and Zoe
has to ask herself-if Caleb is truly her happily ever after, in Hunger for You by A.C.
Arthur. Don't miss Mine to Claim and Part of Me available now! Coming soon - the
next chapter in the adult paranormal romance series The Shadow Shifters. Shifter's
Claim: Part I on July 8, 2014. Shifter's Claim: Part II on July 15, 2014. Shifter's
Claim: Part III on July 22, 2014. Shifter's Claim: Part IV on July 29, 2014. The fulllength Shifter's Claim on July 29, 2014.
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Primal Heat
Rivals for the runways. Enemies in the industry. And for a single sinfully hot night,
they’re about to indulge in the one thing they’re not allowed…each other. Fashion
executive Riley Gold knows that appearances are everything. And New Year’s Eve
in Milan is no exception. If Riley’s going to have a reputation for being an “ice
princess,” then she’s going to be flawless, glacier-cold perfection. Especially when
Chaz Warren is here, looking too damn good, too damn sexy…and every inch the
enemy. Not only are their families fashion archrivals, but social media mogul Chaz
Warren is a player—and the world knows it. But for one X-rated night, Riley will
give in to the electric lust that’s always been crackling between them. All it takes is
a searing kiss to turn the heat from simmering to full-on passion… Riley thought
one night with Chaz would be enough. But it’s not enough, not nearly. Now Riley
and Chaz are having a private—and completely naughty—affair, and hiding the
scandalizing truth from both the tabloids and their feuding families. But keeping
her deliciously hot enemy close won’t just melt the ice around Riley’s heart…he
could incinerate it completely. Harlequin DARE publishes sexy romances featuring
powerful alpha heroes and bold, fearless heroines exploring their deepest
fantasies. Four new Harlequin DARE titles are available each month, wherever
ebooks are sold!

Cursed Desires
*2017 RONE Finalist for Best Paranormal/Urban Fantasy* Discover USA Today
bestselling author Rebecca Rivard's award-winning Fada Shapeshifter Series! His
dark Gift threatens everything he loves Rock Run warrior Tiago do Rio is hiding a
dark Gift, one so powerful and easily misused it could make him an outcast in his
own clan. Worse, he wants a woman he can never have. The temptation to use his
Gift to make his darkest fantasies come true is almost irresistible. The only good
thing in his life is his friendship with a local dryad. A best friend who wants more
Wild, solitary dryad Alesia lives on an uninhabited island in Rock Run territory. She
spends her days nurturing her forest home, but her nights are lonely—until she
meets the sexy Latino shifter. Now she and Tiago are best friends, but she craves
more. A clan’s fate at stake Then a den of rogue shifters threatens to bring war
down on the Rock Run clan—and Tiago and Alesia are caught in the middle. Can he
master his terrifying Gift in time? Or will he lose his mate as well as his soul? A
steamy best-friends-to-lovers romance! Tempting the Dryad is a paranormal
shapeshifter romance with an HEA. If you crave dark shifters, glittering fae, and
intense emotional storylines, the Fada Shapeshifter Series is for you.

Shadow Shifters: Damaged Hearts, The Complete Series
When a billionaire with Mafia ties becomes involved with a beautiful attorney, he
must fight for her love as his family's secrets threaten to drive her away. Original.

Hunger
Kasia Amon is a master at hiding. Who?and what?she is makes her a mark for the
entire supernatural world. Especially dragon shifters. To them, she’s treasure to be
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taken and claimed. A golden ticket to their highest throne. But she can’t stop
bursting into flames, and there’s a sexy dragon shifter in town, hunting for her As a
rogue dragon, Brand Astarot has spent his life in the dark, shunned by his own
kind, concealing his true identity. Only his dangerous reputation ensures his
survival. Delivering a phoenix to the feared Blood King will bring him one step
closer to the revenge he’s waited centuries to take. No way is he letting the feisty
beauty get away. But when Kasia sparks a white-hot need in him that’s impossible
to ignore, Brand begins to form a new plan: claim her for himselfand take back his
birthright. Each book in the Inferno Rising series is STANDALONE: * The Rogue King
* The Blood King

The Donovans
A bid on passion All navy pilot Garrek Taylor ever wanted was to fly far from his
family’s notorious past. But now, with his wings temporarily clipped, the famous
sextuplet is back in his Virginia hometown to live down a scandal and unload his
family’s historical antebellum mansion. His plan is sidetracked when he becomes
the winning bidder at an auction for a date with Temptation’s most reluctant and
gorgeous bachelorette. The only child of a retired army colonel, Harper Presley is
haunted by the secret that forced her return to the comfort of her Southern town.
The unconventional house restorer is mortified to be paired off with an infamous
Taylor—until desire blindsides them. As a slow burn of passion heats to a
combustible connection, Garrek confronts a mistake that could end his military
career. Can Harper help them both rebuild their lives…and build an everlasting
future?

Rising Shadows
Every day he puts his life on the line, what will happen when it's his heart in
jeopardy? Tall, lean, muscular—and definitely rough around the edges—Sean
Walker is not your typical nightclub bodyguard. He's a controller of shadows, able
to wield darkness at will. But when a mysterious woman at the club turns out to
have powers greater than his own, he has no choice but seduction Originally
released as part of THE BODYGUARD anthology, fall under the spell of Gena
Showalter's paranormal romantic suspense novella "Temptation in Shadows," an
exclusive standalone e-novella!

To Marry a Prince
Seduction's Shift A.C. Arthur They hide their true nature from the world—part man
and part animal—sworn to defend the human race against the untamed beasts
among them She was his first love, his only love. But trying to rescue his beautiful
Ary from captivity is one wild risk no man should take. Luckily, Nick Delgado is no
ordinary man. His work in the urban jungle as a high-powered litigator has only
fueled his ferocity, enflamed his passion—and sharpened his claws—to protect his
mate. Ary is a born healer who has devoted her life to the tribe—and her heart to
Nick. But when the fierce and sadistic Sabar turns his jaguar eyes upon her, Ary
becomes the unwilling pawn in a deadly game of shifting alliances. One man wants
to use her talents to enslave humanity. The other wants to free her from their
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natural enemy. If Nick hopes to save Ary, he must unleash the beast within—and
fight for the woman he loves

Prince Ever After
Eric Drake, a powerful Dark Wolf, has never trusted himself around human
females—preferring to mate only within his pack. That is, until he encounters
Chelsea Smart snooping around Silvercrest pack land in search of her missing
sister. Secretly, Chelsea thinks Eric is the sexiest man she's ever seen, though she
is wary of his potent Alpha energy. Then it's discovered that Chelsea's sister is
being held by a pack of vicious Lycans, and Eric heroically leaps into action. Now,
Chelsea will risk everything—her body and soul—to surrender to the passion that
will mark her as Eric's woman for all eternity…if they survive. A Wolf Shifter
Romance. Previously published.

Shifter's Claim
Shadow Shifters: Damaged Hearts-a deeply emotional, unforgettable New Adult
paranormal romance series by A.C. Arthur about the men who are sworn to protect
the females-human or otherwise-from the savage fury of his own nature Mine to
Claim Grace Kincaid has been trapped her whole life. Controlled in every way by
her domineering parents, she has never had any moment of excitement or passion
in all her eighteen years. When a rare night out with a friend ends in violence,
Grace believes that perhaps her parents are right to keep her under lock and key.
There's just one problem-she can't get the irresistibly sexy, mysterious man who
saved her from danger out of her head. She knows she should go back to her safe
world, but her newfound passion for life-and for her enigmatic protector-are
making that impossible Despite his strength and power, Aidan Sanchez cannot
escape. Bound by his Shifter bloodline, he is repulsed by the very attributes his
family wishes him to embrace. His main goal is to keep his more
dangeroushungers under wraps. But when a fight at a club forces Aidan to protect
the most alluring woman he's ever seen, there's no turning back. He knows he
shouldn't drag her into his world, but she's awakened a fire within him, and for
once, he's willing to lose control if it means having Grace. Part of Me Lidia Morales
has always felt out of place. The one stable presence in her childhood has always
been Brayden. Every major moment, every growing pain, everything in her life has
been shared with him since they were little, so it makes sense to her that they will
stay friends at college together. Until one night, emotions are revealed in a heated
kiss, and Lidia's world is turned upside down. Brayden has always been just a
friend and she knows she should look somewhere else for love. But the memory of
the passion between them is undeniable-and Brayden isn't about to let her forget
it. As trouble brews, Lidia may need Brayden more than she realized and Brayden
will do whatever it takes to convince her that they are soulmatesbonded for life.
Hunger for You Taken in by a shifter family after his parents' tragic deaths, Caleb
Ramsey was thrust into a world of training and loyalty, when his half-breed status
should have sentenced him to death. Desperate to escape a family that he can
never truly belong to, Caleb leaves at nineteen to find his place outside the Shifter
warrior world. The beautiful girl in the bar was not a part of his plan. Neither was
finding out more about the boyfriend she claims to have. He should have walked
away, should have continued on his own path. But when Caleb realizes the danger
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Zoe is in, all of his warrior urges come roaring to life Zoe Fallon has always been a
romantic idealist. Losing herself in romance novels as a way to escape an abusive
past, she is now finally free to go out and find her own Prince Charming. So when a
gorgeous man literally sweeps her off her feet, she wonders if she may have found
the guy of her dreams. But things aren't always what they seem. The brooding
customer who seems to show up each time she's in need is an enigma, and yet
she's drawn to him in a way she's never experienced before. But he has his own
secrets, and Zoe has to ask herself-if Caleb is truly her happily ever after.

Primal Heat Part 4
The ex-marine spoke with confidence and steely determination, but all Renny
Bennett saw in his new bodyguard was a petite, doe-eyed nymph. Sabrina
Dedune's feisty, take-no-prisoners attitude proved she took her job seriously. But
suddenly the gorgeous body under that T-shirt seemed far more dangerous than
any threat on his life. Sabrina was good at her job, but this talented sculptor and
his erotic works of art left her reeling. Staying focused was hard when her body
ached to taste all Renny had to offer. But after one searing kiss, she was guarding
more than his body. Now her heart was at risk.…

The Rogue King
Tempting the Dryad
"The author ofaWolf's Fallareturns with her 'hot and to die for' Alpha Pack-a topsecret band of Navy SEALs with Psy powers and shifter prowess whose dangerous
missions sometimes require a more intimate call to duty . . .a Believed dead by his
Pack mates, Micah Chase, a wolf shifter and Dreamwalker, was held captive for
months, subject to tortures that left him physically scarred and emotionally
unsettled. Now under the care of the Alpha Pack's doctors, he's been prescribed an
experimental healing drug, but he still can't shake the nightmares. Even more
damning is that Micah's problems pose a danger to his team, and if he doesn't get
himself under control, they'll all suffer a terrible fate. There is a key to his
salvation. Jacee is a beautiful coyote shifter, and though her kind is hated, she's
falling in love with a man whose very future is in her hands. Together they'll face
his personal demons as well as a deadly enemy-and for both of them desire has
never come with such risk. Praise for the Alpha Pack novels'Shifter heroes whom
readers will fall head over heels for.'aNew York TimesaBestselling Author Angela
Knight'One of my favorite shifter series.'aUnder the Covers'J. D. Tyler (is) a force to
be reckoned with.'aNight Owl Reviews"

Chase the Darkness
A breathtaking new tale of the Dire Wolves, from the bestselling author of Dire
Needs… Immortal and invincible, Rifter is the head of the last surviving pack of
Dire Wolves—a band of Alpha brothers charged with protecting the Weres. But now
that witches have joined forces with nefarious weretrappers, it’s a perfect storm for
double trouble. When the murder of a human points to a wolf—along with the
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threat of the packs being outed to the world—the Dires fear that something even
more dangerous is out there hiding in the dark, something waiting for the right
time to show itself. Includes a letter from the author and a teaser chapter from
Dire Needs.

One Unforgettable Kiss
Chained to a demon queen for hundreds of years, fallen angel Ramiel has given up
on his brothers and sisters—and humanity. He has seven days away from hell to
replenish his power and that’s all he cares about—right up until his meeting with
the much too innocent Kyria. He fell for that act before and it landed him in hell, he
won’t be making that mistake again. To save her sick father, Kyria knows she must
find Ramiel. He’s dark, brooding and everything Kyria should be scared of, but the
haunted look in his eyes makes her think there’s more to him. The tattoos and
chains don’t frighten her either, but the connection she has with him does. When
strange creatures attack her, Ramiel steps in to protect her. Ramiel believes he’s
reluctantly helping Kyria, but what neither of them knows is that she may be the
one to save them all

Shifter's Claim Part III
Hi, I'm Zahra Delsol. . . the white Zahra Delsol and I want to tell you about my
interview from hell. And a potential vampire. And the dream sex. And the neverending embarrassment. Oh, and the obscenely, inappropriate office moments.
There are some silver linings. . . like a free mini-vacay in Tucson (with some
demons). I'm just a girl trying to make it in the world of internet astrology. . .
Actually, I am just a girl trying to pay off her student debt and looking to live life to
its fullest (which mostly entails reading in my free time and googling researching
information). So, I would love for you to join me in my Trust Tree of Truth, where I
am unfailingly honest and you are abidingly nonjudgmental. Do I need to sell this
more or did I have you at 'dream sex'? Virgo Rising is book one in The Afflicted
Zodiac Series. The eight planetary gods of astrology all suffer from an afflicted
moon caused by the very woman who betrayed them. Imprecated to be ruled by
their darker natures, they must find a way to break the curse before it is too late.
WARNING: This novel is intended for readers 18+. There is explicit language,
sexual scenes with multiple partners, dominant/submissive content, and threats
made by men who think they are gods. . . I hope you enjoy! Also, please note this
BOOK ONE of a series, and there will be some unanswered questions and events at
the end of the book. Thank you and enjoy!

Seduction's Shift
Kara Gabe and I had been happily married for seven years. We'd had our ups and
downs, but nothing could have prepared us for what happened after a weekend
getaway, and a fun tour of one of the oldest cemeteries in Charleston. Something
or someone came home with us, and once our mysterious ghost revealed himself,
things really got interesting. The heart is definitely big enough for two. Who knew
curses could be real? Gabe All I've ever wanted was to make my wife happy. We'd
had a good seven years together, and I knew we had what it took to make it the
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long haul. When Kara told me our house was haunted, I thought for sure there was
a reasonable explanation. Man, was I wrong. Who knew curses could be real?
William My parent's and society's expectations for me were weighing heavily, and I
felt leaving was for the best. Only things had not worked out like I thought they
would. I found out rather quickly how short life could be. When I saw Kara standing
at my grave, the connection had been instantaneous, but I had no idea how real
that connection actually was. Who knew curses could be real? Warning: This book
contains mature content, including M/F/M, and is not intended for readers under
the age of 18.

The Man Within
He's one of the most powerfully sexy men she has ever met. He's a jaguar out to
claim and protect his mate. Washington D.C. police officer Kalina Harper still
dreams about that night, two years ago, when a huge jaguar saved her from a
crazed attacker. Although she kept the truth to herself, Kalina can never forget the
ferocious strength of the beast's fangs and claws--or the raw animal hunger in its
eyes. Until she meets Roman Reynolds Muscular, magnetic, and all man, Roman is
a high-powered attorney with a predatory smile and seductive charm. He is also a
criminal suspect with suspicious connections to the Amazon jungle. But when
Kalina discovers that Roman is linked to a secret race of shapeshifting
jaguars--who hunt down maneaters--she is forced to put her trust in a man who
unleashes her wildest fantasies and fears. A fierce creature of the night whose
nature is to protect his female at any cost

Virgo Rising (a Reverse Harem Novel)
New York Times bestselling author Christine Warren returns with the fourth book in
her sizzling Gargoyles series, where a powerful but isolated monster must save an
enigmatic woman from certain destruction. Kylie Kramer knows that she’s putting
her life in danger when she decides to investigate her friend’s mysterious death.
What she doesn’t know is that she’s being watched over by a powerful protector.
She is watched by a legend in stone who has defended humanity throughout the
ages. A rock-hard savior who swoops down from the sky, scoops Kylie into his
impossibly strong arms, and draws her into a world that no mortal woman can
imagineor resist. As the strongest of the gargoyles, Dag is sworn to destroy the
demons that threaten Kylie’s world before returning to his stony slumber. But the
burning desire she ignites in him is even harder to fight—an all-consuming force
that, once unleashed, can never be tamed. When the ultimate battle begins, Dag
and Kylie must face some demons of their own—to carve out a love that’s stronger
than time Soars with fun, witty characters and nonstop action.” ?Publishers Weekly
on Stone Cold Lover Don't miss the other books in the Gargoyle series: Book #1:
Heart of Stone Book #2: Stone Cold Lover Book #3: Hard as a Rock Book #5: Hard
to Handle

Passion's Prey
A.C. Arthur delivers a behind-the-scenes look at her renowned Donovan Series,
with two all new novellas: one featuring the Senior Donovans and the other, a
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highly anticipated follow-up to DEFYING DESIRE's Trent & Tia. This is a book no
Donovans fan should miss? This insider's guide will entice readers as much as this
dashing and desirable family has. In addition to thoughts and musings from the
author about each story in this series, also included is a novella that will take
readers back to the beginning of the Donovan Empire. Additionally, readers will
also love the special peek into the lives of an old favorite couple, Trent & Tia! This
comprehensive guide features first publication dates, reading order, fun facts,
interviews and inspiration thoughts on each book published to date in this series.
Readers will savor song selections for each book and its characters, as well as a
comprehensive list of family members. They'll read what it was like for A.C. Arthur
to create this series and the characters they've come to adore. This book will
undoubtedly bring readers closer to the characters they have come to know and
love as if they were personal relatives, before the final two books in the series are
released.

Hunger's Mate
Dive into Hunger, a paranormal romance anthology by New York Times bestselling
author Eve Langlais, Kate Douglas, and A.C. Arthur! A brand new, never before
published novella! In The Alpha’s Mate, villains aren’t supposed to rescue damsels,
and pack alphas are known to have complete control of their wolf. But when Fabian
saves a certain lady from drowning, everything he knows gets tossed away and
only one thing becomes clear: she’s his mate—and someone wants to kill her. Hell
no. Protecting her, though, is only part of his problem. He also has to convince her
she belongs to him. In her words, “Hell no.” When she flees, little does she realize
this wolf loves to chase. And when he catches the woman he wants? She’ll become
the Alpha’s Mate. Previously published in the 2-in-1 e-original Claimed by the Mate
Volume 3 and in print for the first time! In Dangerous Passions, finding a mate
shouldn’t be all that difficult for a sexy werewolf on the prowl. Modern women want
romance and seduction, and Feral Passions Resort has served that purpose for
providing both for the men of the Trinity Alps pack. Only two are still
unmated—alpha leader Traker Jakes and his lieutenant Evan Dark—but danger
stalks the women they’ve chosen. Danger that threatens everyone in the pack at
Feral Passions. In Bound to the Wolf, Marena Panos is an attorney with a dark
secret that follows her into the mountains and into the bed of a Phelan Sava, a
lycan whose strength and shared penchant for pleasure/pain will eventually own
her body and soul.

One Mistletoe Wish
Hotel magnate and Shadow Shifter Sebastian "Bas" Perry, who must defend
innocent mortals from the deadliest of his kind, meets his match in an ambitious
reporter named Priya Drake, who is determined to uncover his secrets by any
means necessary. Original.

Loving the Princess
Passion is a primal force to be reckoned with in this final, breathtaking installment
of the Shadow Shifters e-serial. Powerful werejaguar Eli is sworn to serve his
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leader, to protect his kind. But he has fallen completely under Nivea's spelland
there's no turning back. He knows what he must do-and the risks he must take.
Now, the battlelines are drawn: man versus animal, shapeshifter versus
shapeshifter. Eli must be prepared to fight for his life-and his love-or he will lose
Nivea foreverin Primal Heat, the last of the Shadow Shifter novels by A.C. Arthur.
"The shifter universe just got sexiersizzling!"-RT Book Reviews Read all four parts
of this sensational e-series-and look for the full volume of Primal Heat in August
2015 from St. Martin's Paperbacks.

Decadent Dreams
A royal seduction Crown prince Kristian DeSaunters has been groomed since birth
to take his place as leader of his tropical kingdom—with the proper princess by his
side. Never one to lose his control, he's stunned by his attraction to the freespirited American stylist who arrives at the palace in his father's fiancée's
entourage. Soon Kris and Landry Norris are sharing an instant sultry attraction that
shows no signs of slowing down. Landry couldn't turn down the opportunity of a
lifetime to dress the princess-to-be on a private Caribbean island. Falling for Kris is
definitely not part of her plan, but the independent LA beauty soon finds herself
yearning for a fairy-tale ending of her own. Until someone sets out to sabotage the
upcoming nuptials—and Landry becomes the prime suspect. Will Kris and Landry
be able to stop a hidden enemy bent on destroying the DeSaunters reign—and
save the possibility of a future together?

Unchained Desire
Labeled an Arcane, Rachel Ryan wonders if she's human anymore. After she's
thrown headlong into the world of The Preternatural Rachel learns Shapeshifters,
Faeries, and Vampires aren't legends. They've been living hidden in plain sight
among humans. In her quest to save a child she will set off a cataclysmic chain of
events. Her actions will disrupt the carefully balanced political chess board, casting
once powerful pieces to the floor. A werewolf protector, a lost princess, a mad
vampire, and an exiled Fae named Winter will rise up to challenge the status quo.
A war that has been brewing in the shadows for centuries is ready to explode.
Rachel must choose where her allegiance lies, tipping the scales, but who is an
enemy and who is a friend?

Shifter's Claim
To save her, he’ll sacrifice everything. Born a dream reaper, Steele Ezo, a powerful
half dragon, half human, is struggling to find his place in the Drakon hierarchy. He
is ready to accept his fate until he realizes the next victim on the Reaper’s hit list is
the sexy thief who’s caught his eye. She’s supposed to die. He’s forbidden to stop
it. But their inexplicable connection makes it impossible to step aside. Abandoned
by her family and abused by local enforcers, Ravyn Walsh lives life on her own
terms. She’s created an underground sanctuary for the oppressed citizens of
Burgess, and she needs funds to keep it running. When a lucrative job—stealing an
ancient dagger—lands in her lap, she doesn’t hesitate, not even when a
smoldering tattooed stranger attempts to stop her. A dagger that can raise the
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dead is a powerful tool—one that could change the course of history. As they fight
to keep the dagger out of the wrong hands, Ravyn will be forced to embrace the
truth of her heritage, while Steele will find himself torn between saving a life that
isn’t meant to be saved and denouncing the power he was born to wield. This book
is approximately 72,000 words One-click with confidence. This title is part of the
Carina Press Romance Promise: all the romance you’re looking for with an
HEA/HFN. It’s a promise!

Hunger for You
Miami narcotics detective Leah Daniel never expected to become the sacrificial
victim in an ancient Mayan blood ritual intended to bring a demon from the
underworld, or to be rescued by Jaguar Strike, a handsome warrior-priest king, who
claims that he has recognized her from his visions, in the first volume in a new
paranormal romance series. Original.

Claim the Dragon
Belinda Drayson-Jones is one of the most talented bakers at Lillian's, her family's
famed Chicago patisserie. It seems as though Belinda has it all together. Yet
perfection has its price and Belinda feels that something is missing. And no one
would ever guess the secret she's keeping. Malik Anthony has worked for Belinda
for years and has been fighting his feeling just as long. One night their simmering
desire suddenly reaches boiling point and Belinda is now coming on to him. What
could be more irresistible than being seduced by the boss's granddaughter?

Primal Heat Part 2
The exclusive e-serial continues! From HOT romance author A.C. Arthur comes the
second part in the serial, in which one Shadow Shifter's passion runs reckless-and
wild Nivea is a beautiful trainee who's captured the attention-and desires-of Eli
Preston, one of the world's most influential werejaguars. For Eli to remain
honorable to his leader, and to protect his kind, he must fight to keep his darker
instincts in check. But forces beyond his control lead him to Nivea. He must have
her. Even if it jeopardizes the deadliest mission of his life "The shifter universe just
got sexiersizzling!"-RT Book Reviews Read all four parts of this sensational e-seriesand look for the full volume of Primal Heat in August 2015 from St. Martin's
Paperbacks.

Taming the Beast
Half man, half animal, a Shadow Shifter is sworn to protect females-human or
otherwise-from the savage fury of his own nature Rich, handsome, and successfulhotel magnate Sebastian "Bas" Perry could have any woman he desires. But
despite his animal attraction to women, he avoids relationships at all costs. As a
Shadow Shifter, he must defend innocent humans from the deadliest of his kind.
And the most dangerous game of all is falling in love It takes a special kind of
woman to hunt a predator, to tame the beast-and to capture a man's heart Priya
Drake is an ambitious reporter hungry for a story. At a presidential fundraiser, she
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sets her sights on the mysterious and magnetic Bas Perry, a man with a secret
she's determined to uncover. Stalking her prey back to his hotel, the hunter soon
becomes the hunted-when Bas takes her in his arms and unleashes the animal
within. For Priya, it is more than a night of wild, reckless passion. It's the story of a
lifetime. But can she betray the man she loves? in Shifter's Claim by A.C. Arthur.
"The shifter universe just got sexiersizzling!"-RT Book Reviews

A Private Affair
To kiss a royal As Grand Serenity's goodwill ambassador, Princess Samantha
DeSaunters lives a dazzling, high-profile life. Her own romantic dreams come
second to her devotion to her island realm. Until she impulsively kisses a sexy
stranger at a political gala. Now the reticent royal can't get enough of Garrison
Montgomery, the former soldier hired to keep her and the throne safe. But who'll
protect Sam from yearning to turn their mock courtship into the real thing? In the
Caribbean to run security for the ruling family, Gary instead finds himself caught
up in a sizzling forbidden affair that could sabotage his mission. As he and Sam
share passionate secret nights that make him forget about his past, the threat
against the DeSaunterses escalates. Can Gary protect Sam from the enemies out
to destroy the crown and hold on to the chance at happily-ever-after with his
princess?

Temptation Rising
He had protected Roni when she was a child, filled all her teenage fantasies, and
when she became a woman, he stole her heart. Only to break it. Now, fifteen
months later, the news is out. Taber, the man she loves, is one of the genetically
altered Feline Breeds, who have shocked the world with their presence. He's also
her mate. The mark on her neck attests to that. The fire that rages in her heart and
in her body further proves it. But he didn't want her then; does he really want her
now? Deceit and treachery, born in the past, now haunt the present as Taber and
Roni fight to make sense of their sudden bonding. The mating of heart, body, and
soul as the man and the beast within him merge; both battling the forces raging
against the union and dominance over the woman he claimed.

Phantom Shadows
Dianne Duvall lures readers into a world of romance and suspense, where love can
mean the difference between life and death. . . Dr. Melanie Lipton is no stranger to
the supernatural. She knows immortals better than they know themselves, right
down to their stubborn little genes. So although a handsome rogue immortal
seems suspicious to her colleagues, Sebastien Newcombe intrigues Melanie. His
history is checkered, his scars are impressive, and his ideas are daring. But it's not
his ideas that have Melanie fighting off surges of desire. . . Bastien is used to being
the bad guy. In fact, he can't remember the last time he had an ally he could trust.
But Melanie is different--and under her calm, professional exterior he senses a
passion beyond anything in his centuries of experience. Giving in to temptation is
out of the question--he can't put her in danger. But she isn't asking him. . . "These
dark, kick-ass guardians can protect me any day!" --Alexandra Ivy on Darkness
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Dawns "Whizzing along at light speed. . .this sophomore effort sizzles." --Publishers
Weekly on Night Reigns "Utterly addictive." --Romantic Times

Object of His Desire
As bodyguard to the most powerful shapeshifter in the human world, Shadow
Shifter, Eli Preston has sworn to protect his leader, defend their alliance, and keep
his darker instincts in check. But when a beautiful female trainee arouses his
jaguar senses, there is no stopping the beast within. He must have her. Even if it
jeopardizes the deadliest mission of his life

Dire Warning
A royal wager Playboy prince Roland DeSaunters is ready to live up to his royal
legacy—by betting on his future. Winning the beautiful Valora Harrington in a
poker game is a scandal waiting to happen. Lucky for him, Val has no intention of
getting involved with the younger brother of the man to whom she was once
engaged. But after sharing an earth-shattering kiss with Val, Roland is the one
swept off his feet. An ill-fated engagement to a man she didn't love convinced Val
that finding Prince Charming wasn't in her cards. That was before she was drawn
into a passionate clandestine affair with the handsome bad boy of the reigning
family. With dangerous enemies plotting the noble dynasty's downfall, are Val and
Roland ready to gamble on an uncertain future? Or could a last-minute challenge
lead to the biggest surprise wedding Grand Serenity has ever seen?

The Blood King
When a deadly new breed of half-human killer marks Caprise, a beautiful exotic
dancer and shape-shifter, as his mate, Xavier, a shifter working for the FBI who
must keep the world's most savage predators on a short leash, must fight tooth
and claw to save her. Original. 75,000 first printing.
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